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Data Standardization

Archive Data

Over the last 18 years, we developed an exceptional ability to 
migrate existing information from legacy systems to our CMMS.  



We regularly import data from other maintenance management 
software programs such as:

 Accruen
 Archibu
 Bigfoot CMM
 Datastrea
 EA
 Info
 Mainsprin
 Maintenance Connectio
 Maxim
 MP
 SiteF
 St. Croi
 TM
 TMA 



During data migration and standardization, our teams typically 
convert equipment information including:

 Manufacture
 Mode
 Serial numbe
 Warranty informatio
 Preventive maintenance procedures and schedule
 Work order
 Previous maintenance histories
 Additional information available in the originating database.

Data conversion is the best time to standardize nomenclature 
throughout your CMMS database. Over the years, data entered 
by different team members can cause inconsistencies in the 
data. 



Standardizing items will enable more accurate, efficient 
reporting for your department across

 Work order type
 Asset categorie
 Naming convention
 Vendor information

If your organization wants to keep only a certain amount of 
historical data your their new CMMS, we’ll archive older data – 
keeping it easily accessible for future reference.



This allows you to only view and sort through the most 
relevant information without losing access to historical data. 

Our experienced data migration teams bring over 18 years of 
Best Practices to your organization. We’ll analyze your existing 
CMMS data with you, then determine how and where to “clean 
up” your existing data to give you the most relevant, accurate 
data possible.



If your CMMS database has information that’s no longer valid, 
like unused cost center accounts, employees who are no 
longer part of the organization, or unused vendors, we can 
remove those for you.

CMMS Data Migration 
and Data Conversion

When switching from one CMMS to another, your  CMMS 
data migration and conversion is key to a successful 
implementation. We offer a comprehensive data 
conversion and migration process that allows you to 
incorporate existing data into your FSI’s CMS.

Data CleansingFeel Confident in your Data


